Count on Esquire
to provide the
deposition support you
need for IP cases.

A dva nce d Depo s ition Solu tions
f or Int ellect u a l P r o p er ty Li ti ga ti o n

Customized Deposition Support for
IP Matters, Including ITC Section 337
• Highly-skilled court reporters 		
specializing in IP terminology
• Dedicated case managers with IP
expertise
• 3,000 language experts and interpreters
in-house
• Global deposition coverage with offices
in more than 45 major cities nationwide
• Concierge customer service, including
lodging, transportation and conference
room planning
• Innovative technology			

		EsquireShare
		A powerful litigation repository that
provides secure online access to
transcripts, exhibits and video.

		EsquireConnect
		The easiest way to manage the

deposition process online from start
to finish.

		Portable Video Conferencing
		An easy and low-cost way to depose
witnesses in remote locations.

www.esquiresolutions.com
1.800.211.DEPO

With the complexity of intellectual
property litigation ever evolving,
it is critical to work with an experienced court reporting provider that
understands the unique deposition needs that often arise in IP cases.
Esquire has more than 25 years of experience in providing deposition
services in high-stakes IP disputes. Whether your case is filed in Federal
court or is an ITC matter, we can help you to efficiently manage the
deposition process in these complex cases.

Our trained case managers, superior Web-based technology and skilled
reporters meet the challenges involved in coordinating hundreds of
highly-technical depositions, managing multiple parties in various
jurisdictions, and organizing volumes of key testimony, all within a tight
timeframe.

“We turned to Esquire for help with a highly complicated patent case that
was already in progress. We worked with Esquire for the first time on this
case and have been using them ever since. From accurate transcripts to quick
turnaround times to impressive technology solutions, Esquire delivered on
every promise made. The Esquire representatives were attentive to our case
needs and highly responsive. Esquire’s flawless management of this case made
all the difference.”

– Erick A. Ramirez, Senior Paralegal, Dickstein Shapiro LLP

Case Summary
Complex intellectual property case involving
Cradle’s complaint against Texas Instruments,
accusing a number or Texas Instruments’
microprocessor chips and devices of infringing
three of Cradle’s patents. Esquire provided
support for more than 20 expert witness
depositions in different cities across the
country, as well as in London and Paris.

Key Deposition
Management Challenge:
The client was seeking a reliable court
reporting vendor to provide timely transcript
delivery and accurate invoices.

Why Esquire?
Exemplary Customer Service:
We provided extremely fast turnaround for
all client questions, issues and concerns.

National Presence and
International Reach:
We managed depositions in multiple cities
across the country and abroad.

Customized Client Requests:
A detailed standing order was put in place
to ensure that all depositions were handled
consistently.

This case required seamless management

Timesaving Resources:

of thousands of exhibits and highly-trained

Deposition summaries were provided to save

reporters across the globe.

the litigation team time in their factual review
of the transcripts.

One call or click to schedule anywhere
1.800.211.DEPO or www.esquiresolutions.com

